November 6, 2018

Re: Dr. Gerald Wissel / AIRBORNE Consulting Hamburg GmbH
To Whom It May Concern:
We have had the pleasure to work with Dr. Gerald Wissel of AIRBORNE Consulting on a number of
various projects since 2009. Gerald helped us improve our strategy, structure, sales and operations
and we’ve now been able to take this as a basis for further growth and success. The cooperation
with AIRBORNE has always been very professional and success‐oriented and he has been heavily
involved with us on a number of different projects including:







Arbitration expert witness testimony
Evaluation of business opportunities
Strategic planning
Research
Building and implementing organizational structures
Cost and performance programs

The cooperation with Gerald and his team has always been constructive, goal‐oriented, cooperative
and successful and his assessments and opinions have not only been highly valued by our company,
but they are also highly regarded by industry, government and the media.
AIRBORNE Consulting Hamburg GmbH is an international aviation & tourism consulting company
providing advisory services to airlines, operators, airports, governments, civil aviation authorities
and equity investors. Gerald leads a highly capable team with diverse backgrounds and combined,
they have many years of experience as executives with airlines, airports, travel agencies, and other
aviation related organizations.
With extensive and practical international and domestic experiences over more than 20 years,
AIRBORNE offers expert knowledge from the best in aviation industry and a unique perspective to
clients’ solutions. AIRBORNE is characterized by a high degree of reliability, innovation,
professionalism and extensive industry knowledge.
This enables AIRBORNE to ensure that projects are delivered to the highest standard of
professionalism, quality and profitability while managing crucial risks and all project aspects in a
holistic approach. I have personally witnessed the results of projects they've undertaken for clients
by developing business strategies and structures that have been successfully implemented and
maintained and couldn’t recommend both Gerald and AIRBORNE more highly.
If I can be of additional assistance, I can be reached at +49 (162) 244 2222 or george.murnane@i‐
jets.com.
Sincerely,

George Murnane
Group CEO
Lilienstrasse 17a
Tel:
Munich Airport Business Park
Fax:
85399 Hallbergmoos, Germany

+49 811 5555 9090
+49 811 5555 9092

